The Office of the Vice Provost for Graduate Education works collaboratively across the University to ensure that every graduate student has the best possible education.

**Professional Development**
Thrive in grad school and in your future careers by taking advantage of the extensive learning opportunities Stanford offers in communication, leadership, management, and more, all discoverable through the interactive Graduate Professional Development Framework, known as the VPGE Wheel.

**Fellowships & Funding**
Discover opportunities to support and enrich your graduate studies, from the DARE, EDGE, and SIGF doctoral fellowships to DDRO, SPICE, DIF, and SCORE Academic Innovation Funds, which support projects initiated by students and faculty.

**Diversity Initiatives**
Participate in and contribute to Stanford's diverse graduate student community through student-led Diversity and Inclusion Innovation Fund (DIF) projects, the Diversity Works and WINS speaker series, and collaborations with ethnic and community centers and School Diversity Officers.

**Interdisciplinary Learning**
Explore all that Stanford has to offer beyond your degree program by participating in multidisciplinary and cross-school activities and courses, including the Stanford Graduate Summer Institute's immersive, accelerated learning experiences.

**Academic Guidance**
Learn about the resources and expertise VPGE offers to complement department, program, and School resources, from tools and workshops that support faculty-student advising and mentoring relationships to the University's Graduate Academic Policies and Procedures Handbook.

**Supporting the graduate community for success**

[SGSI] was an incredible experience that allowed me to connect with other students across Stanford who I would not have met otherwise.
- MS student, Medicine

Management Matters touches on subjects I would not learn at any other time during my PhD.
- PhD student, Humanities & Sciences

[Office of the Vice Provost for Graduate Education](vpge.stanford.edu)

Expanding what’s possible in graduate education

The Office of the Vice Provost for Graduate Education serves Stanford’s entire graduate student community of over 9,400 master's, doctoral, and professional degree students in over 200 graduate degree programs within all seven Schools.

VPGE’s initiatives and resources enrich students’ academic experiences at Stanford, advancing diversity, preparing leaders, and positioning Stanford at the forefront of innovation in graduate education.
Take the wheel. Navigate through grad school with the Graduate Professional Development Framework.

The GPD Framework is an interactive online tool that connects you with Stanford’s extensive resources and learning opportunities.

vpge.stanford.edu/framework